EVERY FLOOR TELLS A STORY
The love of beauty is taste.  
The creation of beauty is art.  
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

Bharat Floorings and Tiles is the leader in quality cement floorings - a reputation held for over 90 years. In 1920, we pioneered the cement tiles industry in India as part of the Swadeshi movement. Today we offer various specialized types of floorings - from custom made designer tiles to Terrazzo all made with the same dedication to quality and design. Our HeritageTM tiles are still handcrafted using traditional processes creating a unique product that ages gracefully with time. It has been used in some of the best-known floors in landmark buildings, over the decades. Presenting to you a display of some of the best-known floors across cities.
Bharat Floors are a part of India's history

Established in 1922, Bharat Floorings and Tiles was started by Pherozesha Sidhwa and his nephew Rustom Sidhwa. During India's struggle for freedom, a speech by Mahatma Gandhi's colleague Jamshed Mehta, about using imported British goods to achieve economic freedom inspired Pheroze to make coloured cement tiles that could become the world's finest. They used premium Italian and German technology and modified this to suit Indian conditions. The result was uniquely designed coloured cement tiles. Such was the grandeur and exclusivity of the tiles, which imports of the same stopped. Since then there has been no looking back. Bharat has floored for Maharajas, Governors, discerning architects, designers, clients and even UNESCO heritage sites for more than 90 years. The history of Bharat Floorings is the history of India's floor art for almost a century.

True art takes time

Working with a beautiful colour palette and a range of unique designs, Bharat Floorings and Tiles (BFT) creates customised designer floors, which are a reflection and extension of our clients' personalities. Each tile is first hand drawn before being mechanically processed. Unlike mass produced products, slight irregularities in lines and some variation in shades are the hallmark and charm of our handcrafted products. We believe in conserving authenticity within our tiles and hence use processes that may retain Chinese porcelain glaze but enhance the antique looking aspects of them. The elegance of Bharat's floor art is timeless, and their silken sheen improves over the years.

Since all tiles are made to order, we require 4 to 6 weeks to craft you a floor of enduring beauty. This book brings you a small sneak peak into Bharat's floor art.

Installation of tiles

Since the tiles are designed with such care and special treatment, the same should be applied to their installation. Bharat Floorings not only provides free leaflets on floor installation, floor care and maintenance, we will also help approve a contractor for the fittings. Also, to help you ensure the upkeep and maintenance of the tiles, we also provide floor cleaning materials particularly made for our products. To ensure your floor is an original Bharat Heritage™ or Unitinta™ floor, contact us directly at any of our addresses.
VILLAS, BUNGALOWS,
FARMHOUSES & RESIDENCES
Le Mill tiles from the BFT+ designer range in Grey and White in a private residence in Mumbai.

Interior: Daniel D'Souza.
A rich carpet of Classic Beauty Heritage™ Tiles in Blue Lagoon and White at this private residence.

Interiors: Flamingo Interiors.

Le Mill Tiles from our BFT+ designer collaboration range in shades of Silver Grey and Jade Green.

Cast In Situ Terrazzo Floor done using Brass strips and Cream Italian chips on White base at a private residence in Mumbai.


Temple Pattern from the Heritage™ Tiles in Dark Green and Light Cream at a private farmhouse in New Delhi.

Cast in situ Terrazzo floor done using Brass strips and Cream Italian chips on White base at a private farmhouse in Silver Oak Farms, New Delhi.


Vine Pattern from our range of Risers based on flora and fauna in cool colour tones, Dark Green and White at a private farmhouse in New Delhi.

Mixed pattern Heritage Tiles in Silver Grey, Light Cream and Sunshine Yellow.

Turkish Cross Pattern from our Heritage™ Collection in Jade Green and Grey at Alia Bhatt’s home in Mumbai. Interiors: Richa Bahl Design Studio.

Geometric Patterned from our Heritage™ Collection floor in pastel shades at Alia Bhatt’s home in Mumbai. Interiors: Richa Bahl Design Studio.
Petal pattern from our Heritage™ Tile Range in Light Cream and Dark Green.

Herringbone Pattern from our Heritage™ Tile Range in shades of Buttercup and White at a private villa in Goa.
Herringbone Pattern from our Heritage™ Tile Range in shades of Grey, White, Green and Blue Lagoon at a private villa in Goa.

Topkapi Pattern from our Heritage™ Tile Range in shades of Blue Lagoon and White at a private residence, Delhi. 

Circle of Life Pattern from our Heritage™ Tile Range in White Grey and White.
Geometric Pattern in White Grey and Silver Grey at a luxury villa in Goa.

Terrazzo Tiles, White base with mix chips and semi precious chips at a private residence in Pune. Interiors: Kunal Seolekar.

Retro compass from our BFT+ designer collaboration range in shades of Sunshine Yellow and Light Cream.
DashDashDot Collection from our BFT + designer collaboration range in shades of Grey and White.

Interview: Tania and Sandeep Khosla.
Indian Patent Stone (IPS) on the walls.

Interiors: Rahul Malandkar.

Bhangra Pattern from our BFT+ designer collaboration range in shades of Buttercup Yellow, Grey and White

Interiors: Alice von Baum.
Cast In Situ Terrazzio floor and wall in Grey and Light Silver Grey colours.

Interiors: Studio Osmosis
Hexagon tiles in Blue Lagoon, Silver Grey and White.

A medley of Heritage™ tiles in shades of Chocolate, Sicilia, Light Cream.

Design: Aspace
Diamond and Scallop border from our Heritage Collection along with Unitinta™ Tiles in Buttercup, Sea Blue, Light Cream.
Developer: lsprava.
A combination of Heritage tiles in Grey and White at a private residence in Mumbai. Interiors: Alice von Baum.

3D pattern in Blue Lagoon, Light Cream and Silver Grey. Interiors: Alice von Baum.
Terrazzo Grandezza™ (60cm x 30cm) in Dark Blue and Sicilia form a lovely striped pattern at a Villa in Goa.

Interiors: Alice von Bonn.

Unitinta™ tiles in the Blue Lagoon shade adds elegance to the bedroom.

Developer: Asiatica.
Retro Compass pattern from BFT+ range in the living room of Villa Azul in shades of Mushroom and White. Developer: lsprava.

Temple Pattern from the Heritage Tiles Collection at the entrance of Villa Azul in shades of Dark Blue, Sicilia, Chocolate and White. Developer: lsprava.
Unitinta™ tiles in shades of White and Grey.
Interior: Alice von Haxo.

Geometric Pattern from our range of risers used at a house in Pune.
Modified Egyptian pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in White and Sicilia.

Vine Pattern from our range of risers in shades of Jaisalmer Yellow, Green and Sunshine Yellow used along with Jaisalmer stone steps at a house in Nagpur.
A combination of Chocolate, Dark Green, Light Cream, Kotah Green and Macao coloured tiles of size 4 inch used to make a floor.

Interiors: Alice von Bourbon.

Simple and elegant, an IPS floor at the Award winning residence in Mumbai.

Interiors: Tejal Mathur Design.
Indian Patent Stone (IPS) at a private residence at Bengaluru.

An Alibaug bungalow using Temple Design from the Heritage tile collection in shades of Mushroom and White.
Persian Carpet from the Heritage™ Collection in Blue and Grey at Sea Bird lift lobby in Bandra. Interiors: Ahsan Ansari.

Trelis pattern from our Heritage™ Collection in Macao and Light Cream.

Interior: Pritika Nair

Buttercup Yellow Terrazzo Tiles used at a private residence in Mumbai.
Black stone steps with a Dark Green, Chocolate, Fawn and Light Cream Geometric Pattern from our range of risers.
Random stone Terra Natura® in slate grey colour used in a walkway at a house in Pune.

Peach IPS furniture done for actors Parmeet Sethi and Arshana Puran Singh.
Modified Egyptian pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in White, Jaisalmer, Terracotta Red and Dark Green used in Dame Indira Patel’s home in Goa.

Modified Persian Carpet design from the Heritage™ Collection in Sicilia, Chocolate & Light Cream at Dame Indira Patel’s home in Goa.
Persian Carpet™ pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in Chinese Blue, Terracotta Red, Sunshine Yellow and White.

Architect: Ahsan Ansari.
Jaisalmer Yellow, Dark Green & White Heritage™ Vine border inlaid into a green marble floor.

Jaisalmer yellow, Terracotta Red, Black and White Windmill Pattern from our Heritage™ Collection at the Verandah of Anil Kumble in Bengaluru.
Persian Carpet from the Heritage™ Collection in Sicilia and White.

Inverlochy pattern from our Heritage™ Collection in Jaisalmer Yellow, Dark Green, White, Black and Terracotta.

Lotus Pattern from our Heritage™ Collection tiles in shades of White, Dark Green and Buttercup Yellow.
Crocodile pattern from our Stilan® collection used in the driveway of Dame Indira Patel’s home in Goa.

Yellow and Grey Stilan® Non-slip 4 Square pattern in the compound of Bikaner Bhawan, Mumbai. Architect: Shaukat Mehta.
One of Mumbai’s most exclusive NCPA apartment buildings trusts only Stilan® tiles for its parking lot.

Stilan® Non Slip Tiles at Woodlands Apartments, Mumbai.
Mix Heritage pattern at Nehru Place Social, New Delhi.

Interior: Chromed Studio.
Azul Ikat pattern from our BFT+ designer collaboration range at Prankster, Delhi.

Interiors: Chromed Studio.

White and Blue Persian Carpet floor from the Heritage™ Collection and Silver Grey Hexar Wall Cladding on a bar counter at Fez restaurant, New Delhi.
Le mill pattern from our BFT+ designer collaboration range in Blue Lagoon and Grey at Fatty Bao, New Delhi.
Hyacinth pattern from our Heritage™ Collection installed in Sea Blue, Crazy Green, Sunshine and Grey colours at Fatty Bao, New Delhi. Photographer: Shipra Shrivastava.

Hexa - 3D Wall Cladding on the Kitchen Counter of Jaime's Italian Kitchen in Delhi.
Interiors: Lotus Design Studio.

Stained Micro Cement floor at Farzi Cafe, Mumbai.
Interiors - Urban Studio.
Custom coloured Micro Cement floor at Farzi Cafe, Pune.
Interiors: Urban Studio

Grey coloured Hexar - 3D Wall Cladding at Koko Asian Gatropub in Kamala Mills, Mumbai.
Interiors: Sumessh Menon Associates
Mix geometric patterns at Gustoso restaurant, Mumbai.
Photographer: Ameya Ravindra Kadam.

Herringbone Pattern from our Heritage™ Collection at La Folie Lab, Mumbai.
Interior: Rooshad Shroff Architecture + Design.
Our new 3D Pattern from the Cubist Collection of Heritage™ Tiles in shades of Jaisalmer Grey and White and Muradasshu Pattern from our BFT+ designer collaboration range in Jaisalmer Yellow and White at Fresco Co India at the Mumbai Airport.
Le mill pattern from our BFT+ designer collaboration range in shades of Grey and White at Fros Co-India at T2 International Airport, Mumbai.

Premium Terrazzo tiles in Black and Grey at Delhi Club House.

Interiors: Headlight Design.
Beta pattern from our BFT+ designer collaboration collection in shades of Dark Green and White at The Artful Baker. Interiors: Project 310.

Metamorphosis collection from our BFT+ Range at Café in Dark Blue and Grey. Interiors: Inc Design.
Medieval splendour pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in Sea Blue, Light Cream and Chocolate colours at The British Brewing Company. Interiors: Tejal Mathur Design.

Colourful mix pattern tiles from the Heritage™ collection at TMC - The Music Cafe, Raipur.

Interiors: Saloni Design Studio, Kolkata.
Mix pattern tiles from the Heritage™ collection in Macao and Sicilia colours at Aafra restaurant and lounge, Raipur. Interiors: Salient Design Studio, Kolkata.

Hexagon tiles in Sea Blue, Grey and Silver Grey colours at Indigo Live Music Bar, Kormangala, Bengaluru.
Mix Heritage™ tiles at a Bombay Brasserie restaurant in Mumbai.

Interior: Payal Khanna from Aura Design
Cheery Sunshine Yellow Windmill pattern from the Heritage™ collection in Sunshine Yellow, Dark Green, White and Black colours at Radisson Blu, Goa. Interiors: Nitin Parulekar Architects Pvt. Ltd. (NPAPL).

A cheery medley of tiles from the Heritage™ collection at Colaba Social, Mumbai. Interiors: The Busride Design Studio.

Star and stripes pattern tiles from the Heritage™ collection Jaisalmer Yellow, Terracotta Red and Black at Mayfair group of hotels, Bhubaneshwar. Photographer: Prashant Rao
Inverlochy Pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in Jaisalmer Yellow, White, Black, Terracotta Red and Dark Green coloured tiles adds to the decor at Kesaria Hotel, Bengaluru.
Cafe Habana Pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in Buttercup Yellow and White colours at Curry Leaf, Lucknow.

Interiors: Studio Praxis

Mix Pattern from our Heritage™ Collection at Bombay Brasserie, Chennai.

Architects: Aura Design
French Beauty from the Heritage™ Collection in Grey and White along with Unitinta™ tiles in Jaisalmer Yellow at Haldiram’s restaurant, New Delhi.


Classic Beauty tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Grey and White colours at Mocha restaurant, Nagpur.
Heritage™ Collection’s French Beauty Tiles laid our in Sunshine Yellow, White, Sea Blue and Chocolate at Out of the Blue, Mumbai. Interiors: Shweta Kaushik Interior Design.

Heritage™ Collection’s Star and Diamond pattern in shades of White and Sea Blue at the kitchen counter shelf of the restaurant Out of the Blue, Mumbai.
Mix tiles from the Heritage™ Collection at SORO, Goa.

Tulip pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in Terracotta Red, Jaisalmer Yellow and White colours at Village Balcony in Hauz Khas Village, New Delhi.

Sunshine pattern tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Black and White colours at SodaBottleOpenerWala, Gurugram.
Customised Geometric pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in Black, White and Grey colours at The Nutcracker, Mumbai.

Cast in Situ Terrazzo tiles in Sunshine Yellow, Buttercup Yellow and Grey colours at Eddies Bistro, Mumbai. Interiors: Studio Osmosis.

Persian carpet tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Sea Blue and White colours at Smoke House Deli, Delhi. Interiors: Amith Chhabra.

A combination of Classic Beauty from the Heritage™ Collection and Unitinta™ tiles in Blue Lagoon and White colours at Pali Village Cafe, Mumbai.

Interiors: Tejal Mathur Design

Customised pattern from the Heritage™ Collection for Channel V’s lounge bar, Delhi.

Interiors: IdeaSpice Design
Customised pattern tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Black, White and Grey colours at Loft 38 lounge bar, Bengaluru. Interiors: Khosla Associates

Classic Beauty tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Fawn and Light Cream colours at Pali Village Cafe, Mumbai. Interiors: Tejal Mathur Design
Cast in situ Terrazzo flooring in shades of Terracotta red and Silver grey at a pub, Showbar in Candolim, Goa. Interiors: Raya Shankwal Architects.

Ecostone Terrazzo with green recycled glass chips on a White background at Wasabi in The Taj Mahal Palace, Mumbai.
Classic Beauty tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in the rooms of Abode Bombay, a boutique hotel, Mumbai.


Customised Heritage™ pattern in shades of Blue Lagoon, Silver Grey, Mushroom, Sicilia, Jaisalmer Yellow at Mani Mansion - a heritage hotel in Ahmedabad.

Interior: H + N Design Partners.
Persian Carpet in our Heritage™ Collection pattern in shades of Light Cream and Fawn at Mani Mansion - a heritage hotel in Ahmedabad.

Interiors: H + N Design Partners.

Ring Flower pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in shades of Light Cream, Blue Lagoon, Light Cream at Mani Mansion - a heritage hotel in Ahmedabad.

Interiors: H + N Design Partners.

Star and Diamond pattern tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Chocolate, White and Light Cream colours at Refresh Spa in Reef, Sri Lanka.
Tulip pattern tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Chocolate and Light Cream colours at Taj's Usha Kiran Palace, Gwalior.

Interiors: Pradeep Sachdeva
Hexagonal tiles in Terracotta Red and Jaisalmer Yellow colours at Abigo de Bothello hotel in Panjim.
Interiors: Roy Bothello

Classic Beauty pattern wall cladding from the Heritage™ Collection in Macao and Sicilia colours at De’ Pizza Mania, Mumbai.
Interiors: Design Seal Studio
Tulip pattern tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Terracotta Red and Jaisalmer Yellow colours at Coral Tree Hotel, Bengaluru.

Grand Ashlar Slate from our Terra Natura Collection used at a pool side.
Persian Carpet tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Light Cream and Dark Green colours at the boutique hotel Severina, Goa.
Azul Iket pattern from our BFK® designer collaboration range in Chocolate, White, Jaisalmer and Fawn colours at Rise Mumbai.


3D pattern Heritage™ tiles in Jaisalmer Yellow, Grey and Light Silver Grey at Phantom Films office in Mumbai.
Interior: Richa Bahl Design.

Classic Beauty tiles from the Heritage™ collection in Grey and White colours at a lawyers office.
Interior: Rubel Dhuna Architects.
Grey and White Le Mill Pattern from the BFT+ designer collaboration range at the Soni Holdings Office, New Delhi.
Interior: Project 810.

Cast in Situ IPS tiles in Buttercup Yellow and Grey colours at IT firm Tameria Projects, Bengaluru.
Architect: Atelier Associate.
New 3D Pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in Chinese Blue and Grey colours at Yash Lifestyle.

Star and diamond pattern with a border from the Heritage™ Collection in Black and Grey colours. 

Photographer: Dhruva Samal.

Hyacinth pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in Buttercup Yellow, Jaisalmer Yellow and Sunshine Yellow colours at Thomas Cook corporate office. Interiors: late Arch. Sandhya Sawant.
Inverlochy tiles from the Heritage™ Collection in Terracotta Red, White, Black, Dark Green, Jaisalmer Yellow colours.

Photographer: Dhruva Samal.
Cast in Situ Terrazzo in Grey and White colours at Tata Consultancy Services offices, Pune.

Le Mill Tiles from the BFT+ designer collaboration range in shades of grey at IdeaSpice Design office, Mumbai. Interiors: IdeaSpice Design.
Le Mill design tiles from the BFT+ designer collaboration range in shades of grey at Trilegal cafeteria, Mumbai.

Interiors: Tejal Mathur Design.
MALLS, SHOWROOMS AND STORES
Classic Beauty Pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in shades of Chinese Blue and White at Kashish Infiore, Mumbai.

Interiors: Aamir and Hameeda.

Silver Grey Unitinta™ tiles at Fab India.
Cast in Situ Premium Terrazzo in Jaisalmer Yellow, Dark Green, Deep Red with plain designer stars at Inorbit Mall, Malad.

21 Karat Multiplex has its first floor with a bubble pattern in shades of Terracotta Red, Jaisalmer Yellow, Dark Green and second floor in a sun pattern in shades of Chinese Czar, Dark Blue, Jade Green, Mint Green, Crazy Green formed by cutting Unisinta™ tiles.

A Medieval carpet from the Heritage™ Collection in shades of Jaisalmer Yellow, Chinese Blue and Sea Blue.

Hyacinth pattern from the Heritage™ Collection in shades of White, Jaisalmer Yellow and Terracotta Red used in Krsna Mehta’s store in New York.
Star and Stripes carpet from the Heritage™ Collection in shades of Jaisalmer Yellow, Sunshine Yellow, Black and Terracotta Red created for Phillips Antiques showroom in Mumbai. Interiors: Brinda Somaya.

Cast in Situ in T2 premium White chips and Peach shades at Outhouse store in Bandra, Mumbai. Interiors: Project 810.
Jaisalmer Yellow and Terracotta Red Unitinta™ tiles laid at Fab India store in Fort, Mumbai. Interiors: Heena Handa, Design Board and Shimul Jhaveri.

Sea Blue, Chinese Blue and Sicilia Crown Border from the Heritage™ Collection at Zephyr at T2 International Airport, Mumbai.
Custom designed Stilan® Non Slip tiles for Ramabhai Udyan Park in Lower Parel. 

Interview: Pallavi Dole.

Railway platforms have borders of Stilan® Non Slip tiles.
Sicilia and Cream Italian slabs used at the Les Palmes lift lobby with a custom motif.  
Interior: H Carnac.
Cast in Situ restored at Kamal Mahal, Mumbai.

Interiors: H Carnac

Wooden Plank pattern from our Terra Natura™ Collection in a Garden in Mumbai.
Flora Fountain floored with Stilan® Non Slip tiles.

Specially designed Terra Natura™ with Leaf Imprints at Ramabhau Udyan Park in Lower Parel.
A White, Deep Red and Black carpet with *Fleur* border from our *Heritage*™ Collection on the steps in the library at Tata Memorial Hospital, Mumbai. Interiors: Ashok Buada

Star design tiles with a Scallop border from our *Heritage*™ Collection in shades of Buttercup Yellow, Black and Terracotta Red at Bombay Natural History Society.
Inverlochy tiles from our Heritage™ Collection in Jaisalmer Yellow, Terracotta Red, Dark Green, White and Black used in the passage of the Sunaprambh at Althino, Panjim, Goa. Interior: Lotus Studio.

The footpath of Bombay House with Stilan® Non Slip tiles, reflecting the quality consciousness of the house of TATA.
Inverlochy pattern from our Heritage™ Collection in shades of Black, Terracotta Red, Jaisalmer Yellow and Dark Green at Cathedral School, Mumbai. Interiors: Somaya and Kalappa Consultants

Cast in Situ in Light Cream, Black, Sea Blue, Chinese Blue and Jaisalmer Yellow colours used for the walkway outside students classrooms at RMT International School, Chennai.
The library with Black and Deep Red Cast in Situ Terrazzo floor at Ashoka University, Delhi. Interiors: Abaxial Architects.
Unitinta® Tiles in Terracotta Red and Windmill pattern from our Heritage™ Collection as center motif created at CP Clubhouse, Nagpur.
Cast in Situ Terrazzo Tiles, Ciemme Italian on Beige with Brass strips in Antara Senior Living Clubhouse.

Interiors: Lotus Design Studio.
Inverlochy tiles from our Heritage™ Collection at the Neelkamal Heights clubhouse at Thane.
Interior: Arun Kumar

A striking combination of Heritage™ and Unitinta™ tiles for Kasauli Club.
Interior: Namita Singh
BATHROOMS AND KITCHENS
3D pattern from our Heritage™ Collection in the bathroom of a private residence, Mumbai. Interiors: Alice von Buss.
Lace pattern from our Heritage™ Collection in Macao and Light Cream in the bathroom at Mamagoto restaurant in Mumbai. Interior: Neel Gupta

Sunshine pattern from our Heritage™ Collection in Blue Lagoon, White and Grey for the washroom walls and the floor at Indigo Live Music Bar, Bengaluru.
Checkerboard of Heritage™ Collection in a bathroom in shades of Chinese Blue, Mint Green, Grey and Kotah Green used in a Goan home. Interiors: Lou Lou.

Macao, Neilia, White, Dark Green, Blue Lagoon coloured Daisy pattern from the BFT+ designer collaboration range. Interiors: Alice von Baum.
Fish border from our BFT+ designer collaboration range with Sunshine Yellow Unitinta™ tiles in a bathroom of a private residence at Worli, Mumbai. Interiors: Alice von Baum

Chinese Blue and White Unitinta™ tiles in a bathroom. Interiors: Lou Lou
Royal Garden of Heritage™ Collection in a bathroom in shades of Blue Lagoon, White and Grey at Indigo Live Music Bar, Bengaluru

Big Hexagons in Cu Super in a bathroom.
Shamrock pattern of Heritage™ Collection in a bathroom in shades of White, Sicilia and Chocolate at Metro's Hotel Panjim, Goa. Interiors: Lou Lou

Classic Beauty of Heritage™ Collection in a bathroom in shades of Macao and Light Cream.
Inverlochy of Heritage™ Collection fits in with the theme of this kitchen in Bangalore.
Interior: Sachi Gupta

A rich carpet of Classic Beauty of Heritage™ Collection.
Interior: Flamingo Interiors
Black, Grey and White Geometric pattern of Heritage™ Collection in a bathroom of NRI, a restaurant in Mumbai. Interiors: Architectural Corner

Cola finished Acid stained concrete used at Claridges Dhaba, New Delhi.
CONCRETE FURNITURE AND OBJECTS
Collection of BFT Products.
Concrete Lounge Chair with metal strip.

Terrazzo Table Top set in with Fibre Optics.
Concrete Table Top. Designed by Ravi Vazirani Design Studio

A white cement terrazzo table top with Red Aventurine and Red Jasper stone chips and our signature Pink, Red and Verona Red chips.
AWARDS
Winner of UNESCO 2005
Bhau Daji Lad Museum, Mumbai

Winner of UNESCO 2014
Esplanade House, Mumbai

Winner of UNESCO 2013
The Royal Bombay Yacht Club, Mumbai

EDIDA 2013
Winner of Elle Deco International Design Awards
The Library House, Bengaluru

EDIDA 2015
Winner of Elle Deco International Design
FloorIT™ is our floor simulator with Heritage™ designs and colour combinations where you can create layouts, fill colours in the patterns and see how your floor will look once ordered.

- Sign Up for FloorIT on our website
- Select a tile from our collection
- Change the colours and patterns
- Lay the tiles
- View the floor in 3D
- Save and download image file